Abstract. In this paper a new class of numerical methods, Projected Implicit Runge-Kutta methods, is introduced for the solution of index-2 Hessenberg systems of initial and boundary value differential-algebraic equations (DAEs). These types of systems arise in a variety of applications, including the modeling of singular optimal control problems and parameter estimation for differentialalgebraic equations such as multibody systems. The new methods appear to be particularly promising for the solution of DAE boundary value problems, where the need to maintain stability in the differential part of the system often necessitates the use of methods based on symmetric discretizations. Previously defined symmetric methods have severe limitations when applied to these problems, including instability, oscillation, and loss of accuracy; the new methods overcome these difficulties. For linear problems we define an essential underlying boundary value ODE and prove well-conditioning of the differential (or state-space) solution components. This is then used to prove stability and superconvergence for the corresponding numerical approximations for linear and nonlinear problems.
resulting system is expressed may need to change depending on the solution, leading to difficulties especially in the BVP case. Thus we are motivated to consider the direct solution of Hessenberg index-2 DAEs.
Consider an implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) method applied to (1. then the order in y drops further to k + q-2 [17] . A potentially more severe problem for symmetric methods is instability. Ascher [1] has shown that symmetric methods
Here, and from (1.3) on throughout the paper, we assume that the approximation to y on each subinterval (tn-1, tn] is the polynomial interpolant of order k of (t, Y), 1 ,..., k. 1099 applied to fully-implicit index-1 DAEs can be unstable, in the sense that the stability is governed by a "ghost ODE" which is determined in part by time-dependent coupling in the system and may. not be stable for well-conditioned systems. Gear [15] has noted that there is a close relationship between semi-explicit index-2 systems and fully-implicit index-1 systems; hence it might be expected that symmetric schemes applied to well-conditioned problems of the form (1.1) could sometimes be unstable.
We will show that this is indeed the case.
To overcome these difficulties, we introduce a new class of numerical methods, (The precise evaluation of G2 will be discussed in 3.) This defines the PIRK method for x. The solution for y can be determined from the solution for x, and to the same order of accuracy, via a post-processing step (i.e., using an appropriate local interpolation of mesh values of x, once they are all known). While we deal in this paper only with the Hessenberg index-2 system (1.1), we note that there is a straightforward extension of the PIRK methods to systems with a combination of index-1 constraints and index-2 constraints, namely
x' (x, y, t), (1.5b) 0 g2(x, y, t), (1.5c) 0 g3 (x, t), where 0g2/0y and (Og3/Ox)(Ogl/Oz) are both nonsingular. Then the projected method is given by (1.6) Xn n --
G3n
where G13 0gl/0Z, and the constraints are required to be satisfied at tn. The properties of the method remain unchanged for this extended class of problems.
In 2, we consider the question of conditioning of a BVP for the linear index-2 DAE (2.1a, b) defined below. We derive the underlying ODE which propagates the information in the system and from which the conditioning of the system can be deduced. We give a stability result which shows that, while higher-index systems are in general ill-posed in the classical sense [16] , the ill-posedness in the DAE (1.1) is concentrated in y, while for x a well-posed problem may be retrieved.
In 3 we use the analytical tools developed in 2 to give a stability analysis for the projected IRK methods which shows that they are stable, with a stability constant close to that of the underlying BVP. We then restrict ourselves to collocation methods and show that their nonstiff superconvergence properties are retrieved with the projection (1.3), (1.4) . This result has practical significance because symmetric collocation methods form the basis for the well-known code COLSYS [3] for boundary value ODEs. The superconvergence results can also be extended to other IRK schemes [20] . In Remark. In the context of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, the matrices GT2 and (21 may be identified with the div operator, R may be identified with the curl operator, and the essential underlying ODE may be identified with the vorticity-streamfunction formulation.
[:]
The above conditioning arguments do not extend directly for nonlinear problems, because now R, whose derivative is used in (2.9), depends on the solution as well. However, a linearization may be considered. Thus, consider the BVP (2.14a) x' g (x, y, t),
with the same dimensions as in (2.1a-c (2.14a-c) x' g (x, y, t),
T A (ai)ij= be the coefficients of a k-stage IRK scheme (see, e.g., [9] Observe that if we drop the requirement (3.3e) and set An 0 then an IRK method is obtained as discussed in [10] , [9] , [17] . Thus 4 . The global error in x is O(hmin(kd'k+l)). Proof. We first prove the "local" claims. Thus, fix a step counter n. The true solution to the DAE satisfies 
Let E' R()E and e R(n)e. Then (3.5b) and (3.5d) imply that -1 (e0
where R (i) S () I and R (n) S (n) I. 
Substituting (3.9)into (3.6a), we have (3.10) __R(4
Note that by Taylor's series,
where (B)ij -(A-1)iy(ci-cj), and that
where C diag(ci). All matrices which are not superscripted are assumed here to be evaluated at tn. Thus, we have from (3.11),
Solving for E from (3.12) and substituting into (3.9), we obtain hnE___ x' (.A 
Nftn eV(t) v,(t) v(t) o G(t, s)t:(v(s) v(s))ds E G(t, s)eV(s)ds.
n=l -1 For an interval (tn-l,tn) we have e (ti) 0, i= 1,2,... ,k, so write G(t,
W(8)II/k=l (8 ti).
We claim that if t g (tn-1, tn) then the function "&(s)"= (hn/h)k-lw(s) has kd k bounded derivatives and can therefore be written as @(s) (s) + O(hk-k) for some (vector) polynomial E ka-k(tn-l,tn). Once we show this we obtain, noting that ftt_l (s)Hk= (s ti)ds O, the estimate
G(t,s)e(s)ds O(hkn+2-khk-).
Then, for a meshpoint t we have t (tn-,t) for all n, 1 < n < N, so summing up the estimates for each n yields (3.2) all (X(;), y(t), t)x(t) G2(x(t), y(t), t)y(t), 
The underlying ODE (2.9) for the homogeneous problem is
This is a stable IVP. Hence the stability constant of the DAE problem is O(A), which is mild for A 50, say.
This example, although linear, is particularly nasty: While IIG211 A, G and G2GI2 are independent of A. It can be verified that the ghost ODE which governs the stability of the unprojected midpoint scheme [2] is which is unstable exponentially in A.
In Moreover, if the mesh is arbitrarily nonuniform (in particular, if it does not hold that hn hn-l(1 / O(hn)) for almost all n odd or for almost all n even) then the expected rate of convergence for a k-stage unprojected Gauss scheme drops from k + 1 to k when k is odd (see, e.g., 10 .3.2 of [4] ). Additional experimentation verifies that this is indeed the case for the current example. In particular, the convergence rate for the midpoint scheme drops to O(h) when using a mesh with hn h for n odd and in addition to the errors at t T, based on the "exact" values given in [9] . We list errors in X and in x3 in Table 4 .3.
We make two observations: First, there appears to be no drift (up to machine accuracy) in the results for Gauss schemes; in contrast, for the Radau schemes the drift is of the order of accuracy in x3. Second, the unprojected Gauss schemes suffer no reduced accuracy in X (nor in the unlisted x2), even for k 2. (4.3a) z" g (z, z', y, t), (4.3b) 0 g2(z, t), and g2 has only up to quadratic terms in z. (Quadratic constraints occur also in other applications in mechanics and in chemical reactions [7] .)
The lack of drift in the Gauss schemes occurs because of the special form of g2 and the fact that we use collocation at Gaussian points. Observe first that, since the constraint is not quadratic, a nonzero drift appears when using the Gauss schemes. The errors in xl zl are very close for the projected and unprojected schemes (similarly for x2 z2, and therefore also for the drift). By using the unprojected Gauss scheme, a full superconvergence order is obtained for x but not for x3, as expected. In Table 4 .2, on the other hand, there is no superconvergence for X (nor for x2) either. Thus we obtain the curious result that the errors, e.g., in x using k 2, are much better using the unstabilized formulation than those obtained using the stabilized one. Preferable to using the unprojected schemes in both formulations is using the projected schemes.
